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1. Motivation
John A. Wheeler, New York Times, Dec. 12 2000:

„Quantum physics [...] has explained the structure of atoms
and molecules, [...] the behavior of semiconductors [...] and
the comings and goings of particles from neutrinos to
quarks.
Successful, yes, but mysterious, too.
Why does the quantum exist?“
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from operational / physical axioms.
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Our results:

• A derivation of the full quantum formalism
from operational / physical axioms.
• Methods to construct natural consistent
modifications of quantum theory.
Builds on:

• L. Hardy, Quantum Theory From Five

Reasonable Axioms, 2001
• B. Dakić and Č. Brukner, Quantum Theory
and Beyond: Is Entanglement Special?, 2009

See also:

• G. Chiribella et al., Informational derivation of Q.T., 2010
• L. Hardy, Reformulating and Reconstructing Q.T., 2011
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Axiom IV: All state spaces are finite-dimensional.
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Axiom V: All
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Axiom I: States on AB
are uniquely determined
by correlations of local
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= „Local tomography“:
No non-local measurements
necessary.

B

Global state space ΩAB ⊂ A ⊗ B
but not uniquely fixed!
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(ω1 , . . . , ωn ) perfectly distinguishable, if there is a measurement
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Consider face („subspace“) generated by ω0 ⊗ ω0
and ω1 ⊗ ω1 (again, a bit!)

• Stabilized by SO(d − 1) ⊗ SO(d − 1).
• Counting dimensions with group rep. theory:

if local transformations irreducible then orbit too large.
• But SO(d-1) is complex-reducible iff d=3 !

Take-home message: Bloch ball 3-dimensional
because SO(d-1) is reducible only for d=3.

4. Derivation of the Hilbert space formalism
Map 3-vectors to Hermitian matrices: L(ω) :=
• Facts on universal quantum computation,
• Wigner‘s theorem
• some other tricks
prove:
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Theorem: Every theory satisfying Axioms I-V (rather than CPT)
is equivalent to (ΩN , GN ) , where
N
are
the
density
matrices
on
Ω
C
,
• N
• GN is the group of unitaries, acting by conjugation,
• the measurements are exactly the POVMs.

�
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• MM, O. Dahlsten,V.Vedral, Subsystem randomization as a universal
phenomenon (in preparation).
Dynamical state space = state space + transformation group.

(time evolution / computation)
The Axioms:
I. Local tomography
II. Reversibility
III. Subspace axiom
IV. Finite-dimensionality
V. All measurements allowed

General probabilistic versions of:
• Purity, Pauli operators,
• Clifford group, H.S. inner product,
• formula for typical entanglement,
• decoupling theorem.

Thank you!
arXiv:1004.1483v2

See also: G. Chiribella et al., arXiv:1011.6451v2
L. Hardy, arXiv:1104.2066v1

